The Alexander Cipher

Non stop adventure and death defying
chases in Will Adams outstanding debut
novel.Its 318 BC in the deserts of Libya,
and Alexander the Great is buried as only a
God should be, placed in a golden
Sarcophagus in a catacomb of chambers,
each packed with diamonds, rubies and
gold. This was how he should have
remained, but time waits for no-one.2007
and underwater archaeologist Daniel Knox
has been on the trail of Alexanders Gold
ever since he can remember. When a tomb
is uncovered on the construction site of a
new hotel, Daniel believes he has found the
clue to what he has been working towards
for years. But the discovery has alerted two
of the most dangerous men in the world,
and Daniel is now a marked man.

Egyptologist Daniel Knoxs lifelong fascination with Alexander the Great and his tomb, a fabled wonder of the ancient
world, could be the death of him.Will Adams has tried his hand at a multitude of careers over the years. Most recently,
he worked for a London-based firm of communications consultants, b The problem with calling your novel The
Alexander Cipher is that even though it pitches your book well to passing bookshop fingers, it prettyWorkers in
Alexandria are excavating for a new building when they discover the ruins of an old tomb, and all work crashes to a halt.
According to federal law inThe Alexander Cipher. Alexander Cipher Bonus Extract. The Exodus Quest Bonus Extract.
The Lost Labyrinth Bonus Extract. The Eden Legacy Bonus Extract. Will Adams has written an entertaining, if perhaps
not profound thriller in his debut novel, The Alexander Cipher. Perhaps the strongest elementThe Alexander Cipher Buy The Alexander Cipher by adams, willauthor only for Rs. 775 at . Only Genuine Products. 30 Day
ReplacementWorkers in Alexandria are excavating for a new building when they discover the ruins of an old tomb, and
all work crashes to a halt. According to federal law inStart by marking The Alexander Cipher (Daniel Knox, #1) as Want
to Read: The treasure quest mystery novel has long been a favorite of mine and The Alexander Cipher by Will Adams
did not disappoint! The Alexander cipher is a mystery/treasure hunter book about an American Best books like The
Alexander Cipher : #1 The Lost Temple #2 Crusader Gold (Jack Howard, #2) #3 The Lost Throne (Payne & Jones, #4)
#4 The Lost Army Of2 quotes from Will Adams: Having a purpose, thats the key. and this wonderful gift of life, this
sight, this smell, this touch, this taste, the glorious ability of thought
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